Shortcuts to a Shed

Time-saving tips about planning, materials, and construction that will help to get any outbuilding up in a hurry

BY RICK ARNOLD

I’ve always enjoyed projects that let me step back and see a completed, weathertight structure in just a short period of time. Building a shed like the one shown here is just this type of project. From foundation to roof, it involves nearly all the framing components of a house, yet it can be completed by one person in a weekend.

When homeowners hire me to build a shed, it’s usually because they want it to match their house. The materials that are used to build a shed from scratch typically cost only about half of what you’d pay for a shed made in a factory and trucked to your site. Also, a custom shed that matches the house enhances the property value rather than detracts from it.

Smart framing saves time and materials

I give myself a couple of days to build a shed like this, but careful planning is key. First, I write down all the measurements, then create a cutlist. From the cutlist, I make a buy list that I can give to the lumberyard for a materials delivery.

To save time and money, I design the shed’s framing so that there’s a direct load path from rafter to stud to floor joist. For the floor, I use
A FAST FOUNDATION SUPPORTS BASIC FRAMING

I don’t bother with stakes, strings, or batterboards. I nail together the rim of the floor frame, roughly square it, and use it as a guide to locate four holes for my PVC-based pier foundation (sidebar right). I center the holes about 1 ft. from each end of the frame. After I dig a small patch at each hole location, I slide the frame out of the way to dig the holes and to level the piers.

PVC piers are easy to level. Fit all four PVC piers in their bases, and set them in their holes. After cutting the first one a few inches above grade, I level across to mark the cutlines on the other three.

Beams eliminate the need for joist hangers. I let the side rim joists overlap each double 2x6 beam. This creates a ledge inside the rim that supports all the joists. I toenail the rim and joists to the beam for a solid connection.

Plastic piers save time

I used to dread the grunt work of hauling cinder blocks, gravel, and maybe even wet concrete for a shed foundation. Six years ago, eager to find an alternative, I tried the Redi-Footing (www.redifooting.com). Designed to exploit the strength and durability of schedule-40 PVC pipe, these piers require no concrete or cinder blocks, and can handle a load of 10,000 lb. as soon as the hole is backfilled.

Setting the piers is simple. Once the holes are dug, I drop in each Redi-Footing base with a length of PVC pipe attached. I establish a level line for all the piers, cut the schedule-40 pipe to length, then set each base, pipe, and cap assembly in its hole. The cap accepts a 3½-in.-thick beam. I finish by tamping the backfill. A Redi-Footing (cap and base pieces) costs $32.
beams to support the rim and the floor joists instead of supporting the joists with joist hangers connected to the rim.

I lay out the joist locations 16 in. on center and use the same layout for the studs and the rafters. I use only one wall top plate because the roof load is transferred directly from the rafters to the studs.

Finally, the gable-end walls are framed so that the top plate is at the same height as the top of the rafters to support the roof sheathing. This saves me the expense of four rafters and also the time required to cut and install them.

**Material choices make a difference**

For this shed, I used PVC for all of the trim. This matched the house and also saved me the time of prepping and painting. I gave the shed a steeply pitched roof that matches the house while also adding overhead storage space.

I like Louisiana-Pacific’s SmartSide for shed-wall sheathing. This oriented-strand-board (OSB) panel comes with exterior primer already applied and a cedar-channel pattern on the outside face, so it can serve as finished siding. However, I build out the rake trim 3/4 in. so that in the future, I can easily install the sidewall shingles to match the house.

A few years ago, I discovered Redi-Footing, a pier foundation that uses commonly available schedule-40 PVC pipe in place of poured concrete (sidebar p. 61).

Shed foundations are always a balancing act. It’s tempting to provide the bare minimum because frankly, it’s only a shed. In my mind, the bare minimum is a pressure-treated floor system.
laid directly on cinder blocks set on grade.

Although I like to have something a little more substantial, poured-concrete piers that are set below the frost line seem like overkill for a small shed. Generally, unless otherwise specified, I will excavate below the topsoil and, if the ground is not gravel, provide a 4-in. bed of gravel to keep the foundation drained.

**Weatherizing an unheated structure is simple**

A shed doesn’t have the same complex weatherization considerations as a house, but water still needs to be kept out. For the roof, I use ⅝-in. AdvanTech OSB sheathing (www.huberwood.com) because it doesn’t swell with moisture. For this shed, I used a long-lasting architectural shingle left over from roofing the house. The eave detail keeps rain off the siding.

The height of the shed is designed to keep water out as well. I cut the studs so that 8-ft.-tall sheathing panels will hang about ½ in. below the bottom of the floor joists of a 7-ft.-5-in.-tall wall. This creates a drip edge that helps to keep the joists dry. I coat the first inch of the inside edge of the panel with wood preservative because it will be exposed below the floor joist.

I spend extra for AdvanTech’s ⅝-in. tongue-and-groove sheathing for the subfloor to give it a little extra stiffness, and I coat the underside with preservative. Because the underside of the shed is exposed, I use pressure-treated lumber for the support beams and floor joists.

**Make roof framing easier with a calculator**

For a structure this small, you could do a reasonable job of working out the rafter pattern by

Gang-cut the gable-wall studs. I don’t mess around with marking and cutting each board separately. I mark and cut the bevel angle on all the studs at once using the diagonal function on the construction calculator (inset photo). Then I rearrange the studs, using the calculator’s rake-wall function to determine the difference in length from one stud to the next. That enables me to gang-cut them again with the bottoms aligned.

**Screw the center stud, but nail the rest.** I have to remove the top 7½ in. of the center stud later to support the 2x8 ridge board. Before I assemble the wall, I cut halfway through the stud from the back to make it easier to remove. The rest of the studs are nailed to the top plate with 16d nails.
measuring from point to point and pulling a stringline in a couple of places. But even for a job this small, I prefer using a construction calculator because it saves time, head-scratching, and wasted material. I use the Construction Master Pro (www.constructionmaster.com). It costs about $80 and is extremely powerful, yet simple and straightforward.

On this shed, I brought the top ends of each gable wall up flush with the top edges of the rafters. To figure the length of the rake-wall studs, I started with the length of a sidewall stud. Then I adjusted for the thickness of the top plate set to the roof pitch (1⅞ in. instead of 1½ in.). Next, I added the rafter’s height above plate measured from the inside face of the wall. The result was the length of the first gable-wall stud to the short point. To get the length of each consecutive stud along the rake wall, I entered the rake angle, which is the same as the roof pitch, and the run, which is the distance from the first rake-wall stud to the center stud. Pushing the rake-wall function provides the correct lengths.

I also can use the calculator to find the length of the rafters and the location of the bird’s-mouth and tail cuts.
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TRIM THE RAKE FIRST; THEN INSTALL THE FASCIA AFTER THE ROOF FRAMING

Framing and trim go on together. After I establish solid staging (see FHB #160, pp. 86-87), I build out the gable-end rake trim to ¾ in. proud of the sheathing. This provides space for siding to tuck behind the trim if it’s added later. I let the bottom end run wild and cut it later to fit the fascia board.

Create a pocket for the ridge. At the top of the center stud, I finish the plunge cut that I started before I assembled the wall. Once the cut is complete, I remove the two screws holding the top plate to the center stud, remove the piece, and drop the ridge board into place.

Locate the fascia with a straightedge. I hold my Speed Square on top of the rafter and butt the top edge of the fascia against the square before nailing it fast. This ensures that the roof sheathing is not pushed up where it meets the fascia.

Cut the rake trim flush with the fascia. Once I’ve secured the rake trim to the fascia with a couple of trim nails, I use the edge of the fascia to guide the plumb cut on the rake trim. Then I make a horizontal cut even with the bottom of the fascia.

Use a level to scribe the rake return quickly. I tack a short piece of trim in place along the rake, then scribe the vertical and horizontal cuts.
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Look for the Magazine Extras section on our home page to see Rick Arnold demonstrate how he uses a construction calculator to figure out rafters and rake walls for this shed.